Why is it...

...that the people who make all the decisions blame everything on those of us who don't?

...that the people who really DO make too much money, keep complaining that WE make too much money?

...that government incentives for the rich mean giving them MORE, while incentives for the poor mean giving them LESS?

...that employers keep demanding highly educated workers, and then replace us with low-skill minimum-wage earners because we're "too expensive"?

The news for workers is pretty grim these days, and those of us who need to work for a living are becoming increasingly concerned about the direction in which our political leaders are taking us.

However, there is reason for optimism. Workers at MSU have plenty of evidence to show that when we join together and take action, politicians pay attention.

We invite all MSU workers to join us on Tuesdays for lunchtime conversations about the impact of politics on our jobs, our communities, our families and our lives. We will talk about how we ended up in our current position and what we can do about it.

First meeting: Tuesday, June 29
12:10 until 12:50
434 S. Kedzie

Future meetings: Tuesday, July 06, A219 (auditorium) Clinical Center
Tuesday, July 13, 539 W. Fee Hall
Tuesday, July 20, 443A Administration Building
Tuesday, July 27, 10 Nisbet Building

Bring your lunch
All meetings 12:10-12:50

For more information:
Contact Deb Bittner (355-4767, bittner@msu.edu)
or Willie Paulsen (353-4911, paulsenw@msu.edu)

Sponsored by the Issues and Education Committee and the Solidarity Committee of the Clerical-Technical Union of MSU